Graceful Connections
Games and Practices to Enrich Your Power,
Pleasure, and Sensuality
Weekly ways to grow into your most unique exquisite self!
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WEEK 1
UPGRADE YOUR KISSING SKILLS!
Fact: More than 8 out of 10
people think they are
betterthanaverage kissers
(yes, the irony)
How often have you kissed
someone and realized they just
wanted to kiss the hell out of
you? Or lick your face? Or give
you the lips of steel? And you
sat there wondering if this
person is paying attention AT
ALL about how you want to be
kissed!
Kissing is a dance, a shared cocreated experience. It is the act of combining two
(often very different) styles into one beautiful synergy of movement and touch. Of
all the sensitive parts of your body, your lips and tongue are ostensibly some of the
most sensitive, softest and most full of muscle all together. Your clit or glans may
have more nerve endings, but how many parts of your body can both give touch
and receive touch with such precision?
For this week's game, you will need to find people to engage in the practice and art
of kissing!
Some tips:
●
●
●

IF YOU DON'T HAVE PRACTICE PARTNERS: Kissing your own body parts is
okay! As is kissing a fruit or anything with an interesting texture!
IF YOU HAVE PRACTICE PARTNERS: Lips to lips kissing is not required: you
can also kiss their body part of choice (yes, this can get really fun!).
KISSING BODY PARTS OR OBJECTS: Start twice as slow and light as you
would normally, and take twice as long as you normally would. Take the time
to breathe and feel and experience. Kiss for your own pleasure, but pay
attention to your partner's pleasure too. Explore various ways to use your
tongue and your lips. Notice what works and what doesn't.
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●

●

●

●

●

KISSING LIPS: First, do this in each direction: one person kisses (slowly) and
the other person receives the kiss with the most relaxed lips possible. Then,
after you've practiced for a while, try kissing each other (again SLOWLY) at
the same time while attempting to both speak AND listen with your lips (yes,
this takes a bit of practice). Start slowly with soft lips  the softer the better
 and follow the pace and style of your partner while carefully adding in your
own pace and style.
KISSING IS A MULTISENSORIAL EXPERIENCE: Take the time pay attention
to it: taste the other person's (salty) skin and lips and spit, smell their skin
and neck, feel their cheeks and facial hair, look at their face closely and
notice every little detail.
SAFETY TIP: Cold sores are a popular bug (apparently up to 80% have it or
have been exposed). So if you care about such things, ask people before (or
soon after) you kiss "When's the last time you had a cold sore?". Those who
have never known of having an outbreak
will say "Never!" and those who do will be
hard pressed to avoid telling the truth!
PLEASURE TIP: Use some mouthwash (or
brush your teeth) before kissing someone
(and have them do the same). First,
brushing teeth is awesome and feels
great. Second, nobody wants to distract
or be distracted by bad breath.
PRO TIP: Curious to know if someone is
ready to kiss you? Before moving in for
the kill, lightly caress their lips with your
fingers, hands, or any other body parts.
They will most likely kiss such body parts
if they are ready to kiss your lips as a
subconscious show of their desire!

Ready? Set. Go!
PS: It's okay to approach people and let them know that you're doing "an
experiment", or "research", or “practice”. In fact, it will take some of the risk out of
the equation. Just don't have your mind set only on that cute person you've had a
crush on for the last 6 months or 6 years!
Last bit, a funny article on kissing:
http://theimpersonals.com/2013/10/02/kissofdeath
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WEEK 2
LEARN TO SPEAK VOLUMES WITH YOUR
TOUCH PART ONE:
TOUCH AS A SENSATION IN THE BODY
Touch is one of the very first of the five senses that we ever experience in the
womb (http://www.parenting.com/article/developingbabys5senses). And for that
reason, it is also one of the earliest way we explore and communicate with the
world and with our parents. If touch is a language, it is simple and direct and only
uses the present tense. You cannot touch in past tense of future tense. This is why
touch always brings us to the present and grounds us. This is why being held and
hugged feels so good. It is a
reminder that the space we
occupy in this world is seen and
cared for by another human
being, right now. It reminds us
of the time we were held by our
mother and father. It reminds
us that we are loved.
I like to tell people that
everything I learned about
touch, I learned from my very
picky Persian kitty Grisabelle.
Indeed, early on she would let
me pet her a few seconds, then
seemingly out of nowhere she
would swat my hand with her
paw and hiss at me. But over a the years, I paid attention and learned her body,
her movements, her touch, her sensitivity, her pace, her mood, and learned to
touch her perfectly every time. Of course she never said a word: she taught me
everything about touch through touch. Now it's your turn.
This week, you will learn to experience touch as a (pleasurable) sensation in the
body. This is the first part of a three week game where you will eventually learn
speak with your touch so that others can feel you and feel more connected to you.
Here are the steps for the first part: Touch as a sensation in the body:
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1. Find someone to touch. It can be a pet, a lover, a partner (perhaps not a
total stranger unless you are at a cuddle party :D). If you can't find a pet or
person, just do steps 13 on yourself.
2. Start by lightly and *slowly* caressing a particular place (with your hand)
that feels good to both you and the other person/pet (you might have to
negotiate first). The back, an arm, a leg is a good start.
3. As you caress, first touch for your own pleasure. Explore the sensations in
your hand and try to maximize how pleasurable it feels to you by changing
how you touch, the speed, the pressure, the location, the side of the hand,
etc. Notice what works, what doesn't, note the best variations.
4. Then, while you caress for your own pleasure, get feedback from the other
person about what feels good. Ask them whether you should go faster or
slower, lighter and harder, or where/how they most prefer to be touched.
Notice that in this conversation you are able to find things that feel great for
both of you. If this is a pet or the other person prefers to be quiet, notice
their sound and how their body responds. If your person isn't "loud" enough
in sounds/body, ask them to turn it up or act more like they would imagine a
cat would. It's quite common for many people  who share very little touch
with anyone all day long  to not have a very developed “human” language
of touch. But the “cat” dialect tends to be more common.
5. Explore different locations on your partner's body (that you are both okay
with), explore asking for feedback (and receive it as a gift of how you can do
better), explore telling your partner how you enjoy touching them (how
pleasurable it feels to you and your body), and explore touching with
different parts of your body (after all, your skin is the largest organ and it
can both "speak" and "listen" at the same time)
6. Explore both touching and being touched at once, giving feedback, speaking
about your own pleasure. See if you can do only this while keeping things
completely platonic (so that this touch can be for its own sake)
7. TIP: For this game, do your best to focus strictly on the sensations, not the
meaning.
Story: When I first taught my son (then 2yo) how to touch, I showed him only two
variations to begin with: "slow gentle" and "fast tickle". Then when we played, I
would ask him which one he wants (either with my fingers or with a feather. I think
it's important to teach kids how to touch and that their choice around touch matter.
I believe this is the foundation for consent. If a child learns from a very early age
that they can choose whether or not to be touched and how, they will learn to do
the same with others. Can you imagine a society where everyone does this? I
believe this will be a society where rape and sexual assault are greatly reduced.
Next week, we will explore the meaning of touch. Have fun!
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Here are other great articles on touch and men:
http://goodmenproject.com/featuredcontent/megasahdthelackofgentleplatonic
touchinmenslivesisakiller/
http://www.filmsforaction.org/articles/touchisolationhowhomophobiahasrobbed
allmenoftouch/
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WEEK 3
LEARN TO SPEAK VOLUMES WITH YOUR
TOUCH PART TWO:
THE MEANING OF TOUCH
What does it mean when you lean on someone, or hug them, or kiss them? What is
communicated by your body to the world, to the living beings around it, when you
touch them? It has been said that babies will fail to thrive or even die when not
receiving enough touch (see a good thread here on Snopes
http://boards.straightdope.com/sdmb/showthread.php?t=618748), and while no
proof has been found that this is the case, it is clear that touch is important in the
ways we subtly connect and communicate with each other  and, as
parents/guardians, how we connect with the babies, toddlers and children in our
lives. It's no surprise that sex is both so taboo and (one of) the biggest industry on
the planet: with our bodies, with our
skin, with our sex, we speak things
that are so deep and poignant and
important to us. So how about
starting to be more conscious about
the meaning that arises in the touch
you receive from all living beings
around you? You might discover not
only a world rich in conversations and
meaning spoken to you each time
someone touches you, but also an
inner world where you attach
meaning to the same.

And the truth is, how you experience the meaning of all touch is somewhere in
between: where the actual communication and the meaning you attach to it
overlap.
This week you will leave behind (yet include) touch as a sensation in the body and
move into the meaning of touch. This is the second part of a three week game
where you will eventually learn to speak with your touch so that others can feel you
and feel more connected to you. Here are the steps for the second part:
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1. Find someone to touch. It can be a pet, a lover, a partner (perhaps not a
total stranger unless you are at a cuddle party :D).
2. Agree on locations where it's okay for both of you to touch them, then ask
the other person to close their eyes.
3. Offer them touch for about a minute. Keep it simple. It could be anything
from a caress, to a hug, to putting your head in their lap. Don't think about it
too much, just allow your body to touch them in a way that feels right.
4. When you are done, have a conversation about the
meaning/qualities/feelings that seemed to arise from your touch, such as
caring, sweetness, fear, hesitation, surprise, etc. This is not about being
*right*, this is about discovering the meaning we attach to touch. Make sure
that you both get to speak about the touch that occurred, allowing them to
share first, and then you.
5. Switch so that now you have your eyes closed and the other person is
touching you for a minute (or more), and then have a similar conversation.
Note: As you learn how your touch is perceived (by both you and the other person),
it will change how you touch. And your touch will also change depending on who
the person is in front of you, how you feel about them, their sex, their gender, their
sexual orientation, their attractiveness (to you), their attraction (to you), their
height, their weight, their style, etc. All of these things (and much more) will
influence how you touch and how they touch you. The deeper and more subtle the
conversation you have with them about the meaning of touch, the greater your
understanding will be about this language I call "The Language of Touch".
Next week, we'll take it one step further into the practice of "speaking in touch".
Have fun!
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WEEK 4
LEARN TO SPEAK VOLUMES WITH YOUR
TOUCH PART THREE:
SPEAKING TOUCH
You may remember when I spoke about my picky Persian cat Grisabelle and how
she taught me everything I know about touch, and did it without saying a single
word. How did she do it then? She spoke with her touch (and a few meows and
purrs too), of course. Somehow, her body spoke to mine, and as I listened I learned
to touch her better and better. I learned to read her moods, I learned to know her
sensations as if by telepathy. But in fact, I simply learned to feel what she feels as
she told me  with her body  how it felt. There is a name for this kind of
communication we've been practicing for the last two weeks. It’s called Haptic
Communication (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haptic_communication).
So what will it look like to develop your
ability to speak in touch? If you're like me,
you'll slowly start to notice how more and
more receptive people are to your touch, and
you will also notice that you can begin to get
a sense of what's going on for them as your
body connects with theirs. In effect, you're
learning a new language by practicing
speaking in touch and listening for it too. And
what do bodies say when they speak? The
research I have done over the years tells me that the communication is mainly in
the present tense and relatively simple  exactly what you would expect from us as
animals. At least at first. What is spoken is:
●
●
●
●

Simple feeling (happy/sad/angry/excited/tired/etc)
Simple pace or pace changes (faster/slower/more/less/harder/lighter/etc)
Simple desires (I like this/I don't like that/I want more/I want
less/Here/There/Yes/No/etc)
Simple boundaries (enough/no/no more/stop/not here/ouch/etc).

Now can you think of each of the examples above spoken through the touch and
body language of a cat? If you're a cat person, I'm sure you've already been
nodding your head since the beginning of this paragraph, and perhaps even before.
8
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This week you will practice speaking (in touch) the simple
feelings/paces/desires/boundaries mentioned above, and also try on more complex
messages to see how well you can communicate them to a partner. Remember that
this is all about practice and that the body can both speak and listen
simultaneously.
And when in doubt, speak to your partner (in touch) as if they are a cat. Why do I
recommend this? Because I suspect that people generally have a lot more practice
speaking in the touch language of cats than they do speaking the touch language of
humans. And besides, both cats and humans are intelligent mammals and both are
particular about the way they like to be touched.
1. Find someone to touch. It can be a pet, a lover, a partner (perhaps not a
total stranger unless you are at a cuddle party :D).
2. Sit facing each other, close your eyes (both of you), and lightly hold hands
3. Pick a particular feeling/pace/desire/boundary from the example above. Keep
it simple. Then purposefully try to express this in touch. But instead of using
your head to figure out what touching should look like, allow yourself to
*feel* the feeling/pace/desire/boundary and then allow your body to
naturally move in response. Yes, this will likely take practice.
4. Now allow your partner to respond with their own
feeling/pace/desire/boundary by feeling it and then allowing their body to
speak back.
5. Open your eyes and allow your partner to share what they "heard" in touch.
Then share what you heard in response. Then share what you *meant* to
say in the first place and then have your partner tell you what they meant in
response. Notice if you got it right or if you were off in your noticing. Notice
specific ways that your partner expresses these
feelings/paces/desires/boundaries that might be different than other people
(or cats) or you do. Or ways that they might be the same.
6. Do another few rounds of steps 35. Discuss with your partner. Notice what
you learned. Thank your partner for sharing these moments with you.
Whoa! Three weeks of condensed exploration, learning & discovery about touch.
And this was barely scratching the surface! Would you like to learn more, at your
own pace, from and with someone who has been learning the language of touch for
over 15 years? Contact me on my website http://www.exquisite.love
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WEEK 5
LEARN TO SPEAK VOLUMES WITH YOUR
TOUCH PART FOUR:
TOUCH IN EVERYDAY LIFE
So where does the language of
touch show up in our everyday
life? Just about everywhere in
our interactions with humans
and animals. When we connect
with other living beings, it is
natural for us to reach out and
shake hands, hugs, hold, caress,
lean into, bump into, push
against, squeeze, grab, and so
much more. And in our
touchstarved puritan society,
much of this touch is not only
unconscious, it is also often nonconsensual. The result is a whole population of
humans scared of touch unless it is in the strictest of interactions (greeting,
parenting, romantic relationships, sex) and shamed if they steer too far away from
these. From there, it is no surprise that many people enjoy touching pets more
often and more easily than they enjoy touching humans: after all, pets often simply
enjoy touch for its own sake (pleasure & connection) without associating too much
meaning (if at all) to it.
But what if, as a person practicing touch for other people's pleasure as much as
your own, as a person paying attention to the meaning of touch as it is given and
received, as a person willing to calibrate and adjust to create the best interaction
with another through touch, as a person able to deeply care for another through
this truly ancient mode of communication, what would be possible for your
communities, our society and our culture?
The answer would look like a whole lot more love, connection and pleasure. In
effect, this is very similar to what animals seeks.
This week you will do something really simple but powerful: you will pay attention
to all interactions and engagements you have with people that involve touch, and
10
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insert a bit more love, connection in pleasure in each of these. What does this look
like? First, I recommend you simply allow your body to do the talking when adding
love/connection/pleasure. But if you want to, you can imagine feeling those things
for this person, or the words "I love you", "I want to connect with you", or "I want
this to feel pleasurable for you and with you". You'll notice your body slow down,
you'll notice yourself paying more attention, and you'll notice your touch being
lighter but firmer. This is because your body know how to care and do good things
to other bodies. Let it do its thing  and pay attention. For some of you this might
take time, and this is why slowing down is important. Take the time, slow down,
enjoy what you are offering. You'll notice that others will too, sometime to their
surprise. Hugs might last longer  2 breaths (or more!) instead of one or less.
Handshakes will include eye contact. Holding a lover or a child will feel deeper.
Caresses will be more potent and felt. Grabbing will not feel as satisfying unless the
other person enjoys it (and this may call you to ask first so they can be ready to
enjoy it too). Of course, this will not make everyone less scared and more ready to
receive touch, but staying in that hug for an extra second might just show them
that you're willing to take your time and enjoy this if they are too.
If you get a chance, offer a loved one to hold them and rock them as if they were a
baby, for 1020 minutes. Add caring, love, compassion, nurturing, support, and
empathy to your touch. It's amazing what such a simple exercise can do to make
someone feel better about life. And remember to switch or ask someone to hold you
in the same way.
And then notice that after all these weeks of practicing the language of touch, all
you have to do now is approach someone and listen to what their body tells you or
speak to your body with yours and add any qualities you desire. So simple, so
powerful.
Would you like to learn more, at your own pace, from and with someone who has
been learning the language of touch for over 15 years? Contact me on my website
http://www.exquisite.love
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WEEK 6
GET TO KNOW YOUR INNER EROTIC ANIMAL
The erotic animal is the aspect of you that expresses intimact, sensuality, and sex
as a pure primal nature, sometimes soft, sometimes fierce, sometimes caring,
sometimes restrained, sometimes unleashed. It is the part that ravishes and is
ravished. When one erotic animal meets another, blood, sweat, tears, growls, purrs,
nails, teeth, lips, hands all becomes instruments in creating a symphony and dance
of Eros. By itself, the erotic animal can cause great harm. But tamed by the heart to
feel into others and by the mind to remember what is right, the result is a deeper
understanding of aliveness and nature itself while remaining safe for others to
engage with.

I love teaching people about touch and their inner erotic animal. In fact, it is often
the very first way new lovers respond to me (and perhaps to you as well)  as my
(your) animal connects with theirs  so much so that they (often) distrust their
reaction and me (you) as they notice this part of themselves that is either budding,
hidden, or has been forgotten.
For many, the erotic animal is represented by lust in their lives. And when asked
about their relationship to lust, the response is often a distant one, or a platonic
one.
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Would you like to (re)discover your inner erotic animal, and the deeper primal
power that comes with it? This week  following a great series of posts about the
language of touch  we focus on our primal self and body, and allow it to come out
and play with all the willing beings we encounter.
WITH ALL BEINGS: We allow our minds to clear and our hearts to brighten, curious,
playful, open, light, and caring. We allow our animal to lightly take control, to
assess our surroundings and the beings around us, and we allow it to engage with
sounds, breath, movement, and touch. we keep it all simple and free of ideas of
what should happen and how it should look like. Our erotic animal inherently knows
what feels good and what feels right  in a primitive way. And we allow our more
evolved heart to feel into those around us and our mind to keep us from crossing
other people’s boundaries without their consent. And remember that being an erotic
animal does not mean to only engage it in sex. Sex is but a (small) part of the
great range of intimacy, sensuality and sexuality expressed by erotic animals. and
as with all engagement, as they do in Improvv, do you best to say "yes, and..." in
response to anything that comes at you (and of course, “No” is also a perfectly
good answer) Use your whole body to speak or listen with all your senses (fingers,
nails, teeth, hands, lips, skin, nose, tongue, etc)
WITH DOGS (AND ACTIVE CATS): We engage with play, with our full body, with
greater physicality.
WITH CATS (AND MORE PASSIVE DOGS): We engage with play and full body, but
more slowly. We allow more subtle touch to emerge with pressure/speed/location
becoming more important.
WITH HUMANS: We engage as we would with cats (as most humans are familiar
with this sort of language, but we also pay attention with the greater range of cues
that humans give. Don't analyze the cues, but rather react to them lightly. Allow for
a dance to emerge and see what unfolds. Take time to checkin after short
(510min) engagements
WITH SMALL CHILDREN (like my 3 1/2yo son): Engage lightly (and obviously non
"sexually") as your full animal and how they respond, imitate, and follow with your
game. They might become animals themselves or remain who they are as children.
They might want to trade places as the animal too.
WITH EMOTIONAL/SEXUAL PARTNERS: Both allow your erotic animal to emerge,
and engage with each other lightly. Checkin to see how you both are doing around
keeping the mind at rest yes alert to all boundaries and allowing the heart to be
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(and feel as it will without controlling it). and if called, allow for sensual/sexual play
to emerge if called.
For this week, try to engage with each of the categories above and have a
conversation with a different person for each category about how you felt as an
animal, what emotions/sensations came up, and what thoughts came up before,
during or after the engagements.
Have fun!
Would you like to learn more about your erotic animal? Go to my website
(http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 7
CHOOSE LOVE (IF YOU CAN)
When we choose to see another person as a monster we were never at choice in
the first place, because when we are at choice, we naturally choose love, care,
compassion, nurturing, acceptance, support, and forgiveness. This week, choose
love (if you can).
This week's game is so simple it will surprise you by its power:
As often as you can, when you interact with someone, remember that there is an
inner 35 year old boy or girl inside. And as you remember this, notice how it
changes you. Do this for a whole week, practice it solidly, and it will change your
life.

We often think that to love someone well it takes a huge amount of work when all
we have to do remember that there's a little boy or girl inside seeking to be loved.
Yes, it's that simple. We already know how to love. And care. And have compassion.
And nurture. And accept. And support. And forgive. By remembering that this
human being is fragile and soft and can easily be hurt or shamed, we can more
easily rise up and connect with their heart.
Would you like to learn more about love, care, compassion, nurturing, acceptance,
support, and forgiveness? Go to my website (http://www.exquisite.love) and
contact me there.
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WEEK 8
THE SENSUAL ARTS:
BITES AND NIBBLES!
In Week #6 Get to Know Your Erotic Animal, we explored how to begin to allow
your more primal self to take charge (safely) so that you can experience sensuality
and sexuality without so many thoughts and emotions. This week we focus on using
teeth (and biting, again safely) as part of our sensual toolbox (either as our erotic
animal or as our more evolved human side)
Did you know that the jaw muscle (the masseter) is the strongest muscle in the
human body? Using this muscle, the front teeth can exert 55lb of force while the
molars can regularly exert 200 lb of force (and the record is a whooping 975 lb!).
This is a huge amount and naturally, this means it can be extremely easy to bite
someone too hard.
Here are some tips about using teeth on someone:
CALIBRATION: Pay attention to sounds/breath/muscle tension that occurs in your
partner: lower (sound)/slower (breath)/relaxed (muscle) generally means a good
sensation that is within their comfort zone, higher/faster/tighter means a more
edgy or possibly painful sensation arising. remember that every person has
different sensitivity to different types of sensations and also a different pain
thresholds (the point when intense sensation goes from pleasurable to painful) A
good way to first engage with someone with sensations that can become very
intense very quickly is to calibrate:
1. ASK: ask your partner if you can create a particular sensation on them (in
this case, pulling hair)
2. TRY: with their consent, try that experience for a short time (510 seconds)
3. FEEDBACK: ask them how intense the sensation was for them on a scale of
110 (1 barely felt, 10 almost too much)
4. SCALE: ask them how intense they would like the sensation to be on a scale
of 110
5. TRY AGAIN: do the same experience and try to modify the intensity of what
you do so it matches the desired number
6. MORE FEEDBACK: ask them how this was for them.
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MORE ON CALIBRATION: other than calibrating to intensity, you can also calibrate
to speed and location. You can easily do this by asking your partner "lighter or
harder?", "faster or slower?", "perhaps somewhere else?"
NIBBLES: Nibbles are great to start with and typically much lighter and more
appropriate for more sensitive parts of the body, such as lips (during kissing),
nipples (go very slow initially in order to calibrate to your person), fingers, ears, or
anywhere else on the body where someone tells you they are more sensitive.
Remember: Nibbles are about only grabbing skin with your teeth.
DRAGGING TEETH: With your teeth apart, either along a finger slowly being pulled
out of your mouth or lightly across an arm or leg  or better, up and down the neck
 or anywhere on the body, dragging teeth creates a pleasurable mildly sharp
sensations (which can tickle some people). And as you move (slowly), you might
surprise your partner/prey with a nibble or bite (and perhaps a snarl if you are
playing with your inner animal). (Note: never drag teeth along a cock unless first
requested, this rarely feels good)
BITING: Biting is about grabbing flesh or a smaller part of the body with your teeth.
With fingers (or any bony body parts), be especially careful not to bite too hard as
it is very easy to cause pain. Try biting on your own fingers first. With big fleshy
parts (muscles like shoulders, thighs, arms), try taking bigger deeper slower bites.
skin thickness/type will also affect how well
and how big you can bite.
SURPRISE: Along with the predictable
sensations you create with your teeth (see
below), occasional surprises can be exciting
and titillating for your partner/prey. With
teeth, this can look like a sudden faster
actions, deeper action, or more intense
action.
For this week's game, find 24 partners (or preys, if you wish to practice this as
your inner erotic animal), and engage them with the above tips. You'll want to
experiment with all forms of teeth use (nibbles/bites/dragging) and multiple
locations. Make sure to use calibration to get a sense of your partner's sensitivity
(as your erotic animal, pay attention most to the response, as a human ask for your
partner's number on a scale of 110) and also ask them how they would like the
experience modified (harder/lighter/faster/slower/location).
Would you like to learn more about the sensual arts? Go to my website
(http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 9
THE SENSUAL ARTS:
PULLING HAIR
So far we have mostly focused on games that include pleasurable sensations but
very little obvious power/role play. Along with bites and nibbles of last week's
game, this week's game  hair pulling  lends itself easily to establishing power
dynamics. But first, one needs to learn to pull hair well, otherwise there's a great
chance that pleasure can turn into pain and ruin a perfectly awesome interaction.
As with last week's game, please make sure to read the tip on calibration. Once you
become familiar with the process of calibration and it becomes second nature, even
without always asking you will learn to adjust intensity, speed, location more
effectively over time.
CALIBRATION: Pay attention to sounds/breath/muscle tension that occurs in your
partner: lower (sound)/slower (breath)/relaxed (muscle) generally means a good
sensation that is within their comfort zone, higher/faster/tighter means a more
edgy or possibly painful sensation arising. remember that every person has
different sensitivity to different types of sensations and also a different pain
thresholds (the point when intense sensation goes from pleasurable to painful) A
good way to first engage with someone with sensations that can become very
intense very quickly is to calibrate:
1. ASK: ask your partner if you can create a particular sensation on them (in
this case, pulling hair)
2. TRY: with their consent, try that experience for a short time (510 seconds)
3. FEEDBACK: ask them how intense the sensation was for them on a scale of
110 (1 barely felt, 10 almost too much)
4. SCALE: ask them how intense they would like the sensation to be on a scale
of 110
5. TRY AGAIN: do the same experience and try to modify the intensity of what
you do so it matches the desired number
6. MORE FEEDBACK: ask them how this was for them.
MORE ON CALIBRATION: Other than calibrating to intensity, you can also calibrate
to speed and location. you can easily do this by asking your partner "lighter or
harder?", "faster or slower?", "perhaps somewhere else?"
18
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PULLING HAIR (sensations only): (Note: This does not work well if the person has
very short hair, dreadlocks, or braided hair) First, put your hand palm against the
back of your partner's neck. Then with fingers slightly spread apart, run the hand
up along the neck and against the head so that a maximum amount of hair ends up
between the fingers. Then, slowly close the hand while holding as much of the hair
has possible between the finger. As the hand closes into a first, the hair will be
pulled and create very pleasurable sensations for your partner. Try to only do this
lightly and for a short time on the first try. Better if your partner tells you this felt
like a 23 on a scale of 110 than 910. You can easily try harder on the second try.
Also try to pull hair equally as you close the first. By now, you will have realized
that "pulling hair" is a misnomer: you are not doing any sort of pulling motion  at
least yet, as "pulling" is a more advanced move that include dominance/submission
role play. For now, practice doing this without any role play at all. This will allow you
to learn to only include d/s (dominance/submission) when requested and
consensually. Partners typically don't appreciate being offered sensations and then
suddenly having the experience of being dominated the next second.
ADDITIONAL TIPS: Women typically have less sensitive scalp than men as
many/most of them have grown up with long hair. Also once you have practiced the
basic hair pulling move, try doing the same in other locations on the head. If the
person has shorter hair, it will be more difficult to hold more hair. And in general, if
you don't pull enough hair equally (and end up pulling only small bits of hair), it will
not be as pleasurable for your partner.
PULLING HAIR (sensation + role play): While pulling hair can be used strictly for
sensation play, it is typically used in dominance/submission. In fact, along with
bites and nibbles, it is a great way for beginners to practice either role relatively
safely. Adding dominance to hair pulling is relatively simple: as the dominant, first
close your fist and establish a good intensity, then slowly pull towards you. Then
ask for feedback. Some partners will prefer different kinds of pulling, such as faster
or more sudden (ie yanking). Make sure to change how you do it progressively and
with great listening so that the engagement can be fun, safe, and pleasurable. As
the person in the dominant role, look to see if you have the feeling of being in
charge. As the person in the submissive role, see if the actions of the dominant (in
this case pulling hair) has the effect of putting you in a vulnerable position,
receiving pleasurable sensations, and feeling cared for all at once.
For this week's game, find 24 partners (or people who like being in light
submissives/dominant roles, if you wish to practice this with a small amount of role
play), and engage them with the above tips. Make sure to use calibration to get a
sense of your partner's sensitivity and also ask them how they would like the
experience modified (harder/lighter/faster/slower/location).
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Have fun and make sure to post your findings or questions in the comments (or
your own post if you wish)!
Would you like to learn more about the sensual arts? Go to my website
(http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 10
THE SENSUAL ARTS:
NAILING IT WITH NAILS!
Continuing after Week #8 Bites and Nibbles, we invite you, once again, to bring out
your inner erotic animal to play through the use of nails. Of course, you may also
complete this game without your animal present and simply experience and create
sensations.
Of all the ways we have to engage sensually with
another person, nails are by far the most powerful
we have when it comes to creating intense, sharp,
and diverse sensations. This is done both by
dragging the nails on another person's skin and
digging the nails into the skin in a particular
location of the body. In both cases it is very easy
to create a range of intensity (lighter/harder) and
speed (slower/faster) as well changing location (by
dragging the nails around or digging the nail again and again)
Here are some tips about using nails on someone. We again share the calibration
tips are this skill must be mastered in order to properly and safely engage with
others with all the sensual arts.
CALIBRATION: Pay attention to sounds/breath/muscle tension that occurs in your
partner: lower (sound)/slower (breath)/relaxed (muscle) generally means a good
sensation that is within their comfort zone, higher/faster/tighter means a more
edgy or possibly painful sensation arising. remember that every person has
different sensitivity to different types of sensations and also a different pain
thresholds (the point when intense sensation goes from pleasurable to painful) A
good way to first engage with someone with sensations that can become very
intense very quickly is to calibrate:
1. ASK: ask your partner if you can create a particular sensation on them (in
this case, pulling hair)
2. TRY: with their consent, try that experience for a short time (510 seconds)
3. FEEDBACK: ask them how intense the sensation was for them on a scale of
110 (1 barely felt, 10 almost too much)
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4. SCALE: ask them how intense they would like the sensation to be on a scale
of 110
5. TRY AGAIN: do the same experience and try to modify the intensity of what
you do so it matches the desired number
6. MORE FEEDBACK: ask them how this was for them.
MORE ON CALIBRATION: Other than calibrating to intensity, you can also calibrate
to speed and location. you can easily do this by asking your partner "lighter or
harder?", "faster or slower?", "perhaps somewhere else?"
DRAGGING NAILS: Your nails will need to be longer rather than shorter. Begin by
dragging lightly and maintaining the same intensity and speed in a safe area, such
as the arm or back. Then change the intensity, speed, and location. Slower usually
means more sensations. Also try with various number of nails at once, from all five
nails of one hand to just one. Some skins mark much more easily than others. Be
careful to only leave a mark if you partner calls for it (and you don't mind). Some
people will require more force than you think is safe. Trust your partner: they know
their body best. Some skins will make it difficult to drag nails. Go lighter in those
cases.
Digging nails: Your nails will need to be longer rather than shorter. Begin with the
shoulder with five nails. Dig in slowly without moving the nails. Press harder and
harder until you feel your partner take a deep breath (which usually means you are
approaching their pain threshold), then at the top of the breath, suddenly release.
Try less nails. Try releasing more slowly. Try "walking" the nails one by one up or
down the other person's back.
For this week's game, find 24 partners (or “preys”, if you wish to practice this as
your inner erotic animal), and engage them with the above tips. You'll want to
experiment with both forms of nail use (dragging/digging) and multiple locations.
Make sure to use calibration to get a sense of your partner's sensitivity (as your
erotic animal, pay attention most to the response, as a human ask for your
partner's number on a scale of 110) and also ask them how they would like the
experience modified (harder/lighter/faster/slower/location).
Have fun!
Would you like to learn more about the sensual arts? Go to my website
(http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 11
HOW TO SHARE RESPONSIBILITY AND AVOID
CONFLICT
For this game we take a whole different turn of conversation as we look into the
topic of Responsibility and its role in conflict. Clear your mind of what you know and
dive in.
In relationship or any engagement, responsibility is something that is shared
between all parties involved.
Imagine responsibility as something that can be measured in terms of “quantity”.
When responsibility is taken for everything that happens in the
engagement/relationship, everyone knows the part they play and how they affect
the outcome. Generally, this means everyone is happy and there's little conflict: I
cook, you do the dishes. You want more touch, you tell me and I respond with more
touch. I drive and you navigate. If I'm unhappy, I share with you about it and you
know where you can rise up because it's your responsibility.
When, however, some of the responsibility is not taken up and something bad
happens, conflict occurs: who's responsibility was it? Some people will look to push
that responsibility onto the other person and make them wrong if they don't take it.
That's called blaming someone else. Some will take it but make themselves wrong
for not taking it in the first place. That's called blaming yourself. One or both people
will feel bad that something bad happened to them. That's called being a victim.
And if they hold the other person responsible, they will either see that person as
the cause (a perpetrator) or the solution (a rescuer).
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Now look at responsibility as a bunch of marbles on a table.
In an engagement, each party takes some of those marbles as their own. The
marbles they have is "their responsibility". But sometimes, some of the marbles
remain on the table: that's the responsibility nobody wants to take. I call that a
"gap in responsibility". If something bad happens related to the marbles that are
left on the table, each party tries to make the other person take the marbles,
hoping they will take responsibility (or take the marbles for themselves against
their best wishes). But nobody likes to take responsibility they didn't agree to in the
first place (without their consent), so they either resent the other person or give
the marbles to the other person or put them back on the table. Then each party
makes the other wrong for not taking responsibility and blames/conflict ensues. It's
called the blame game.
THE ROLE OF CONSENT IN TAKING RESPONSIBILITY: It's important to note here
the role of CONSENT in the conversation about responsibility. CONSENT is operating
from one's inner authority. It's being ready, willing and able to do something.
Asking someone to take responsibility for something without their consent (ie
before they are ready, willing and able) often has the effect of SHAMING them. For
example, telling someone they should take responsibility for someone else
impacting them, or for how they feel about someone impacting them, is essentially
telling them  if they aren't taking the hint  that they are not good enough for
refusing to take that responsibility. The result is generally shame and loss of power
 exactly the opposite of what is desired (taking responsibility requires energy and
power to stay in integrity) A much better approach is asking the other person if
they are missing any of the 3 elements: Are they not ready? Are they not willing?
Or are they not able to do so? If the answer to all three is "No", then very little can
be done with that person. Alternatively, one can silently support such person so
that they will gain the resources they need to eventually consent to taking
responsibility, but there are no assurance that they will.
What can be done around this? Some ideas/solutions:
1. ACCEPT THAT HIDDEN RESPONSIBILITY EXISTS: Accept that there is always
responsibility left on the table but neither person knows about it until
something bad happens. This means that at some point to make things
better one person will need to be the better person and take that
responsibility and own it even though they didn't agree to it in the first place.
In growing relationships, new (sometimes hidden) responsibility keeps on
showing up and so both people need to keep an eye on the table and stay in
conversation at all times.
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2. 50/50 RESPONSIBILITY MODEL: In a 50/50 (or whatever percentage) model
of responsibility, each person holds some of the responsibility and no more
than they have to. Hopefully between them and the other person, it adds up
to 100% so there's no responsibility no one is taking (see previous point).
This model works only as long as there's full 100% coverage of responsibility,
but often fails otherwise. It's the model that requires the least amount of
work/energy when things are going great, but it's more taxing when things
go badly (as conflict needs to be resolved and that takes energy). Also in a
growing relationship because new responsibility shows up all the time or
people change (and along their desire to take responsibility changes too),
this means a growing chance of conflict over time. A better model is the
overlapping responsibility model (next point)
3. SHARED/OVERLAP RESPONSIBILITY MODEL: The more responsibility both
people are willing to take, the greater the chance that when something bad
happens, one person will have it handled and thus less conflict will occur. In
this model, there's an understanding that tracking who's responsibility it is is
a huge amount of work and it's better to just take as much responsibility as
possible at all times so that as mood, feelings, emotions, contexts, situations
change, there's a greater chance that one person has things handled.
Conversation about it become more relaxed as both people feel more held
and cared for. This also requires that both people have extra resources rather
than be fully taxed at all times (thus going for the 50/50 model instead).
Another name for this model is the model of "Shared Responsibility" because
the goal at all times is to make sure that at least one person or both people
are taking responsibility. In a shared responsibility model, responsibility that
isn't taken is simply a gap in responsibility. No one is at fault, and the
conversation becomes about what can be done so that one or both people
can handle this responsibility effectively.
4. 100/100 RESPONSIBILITY MODEL: When the shared/overlap responsibility
model is taken to an extreme, it might be possible for both people to take
100% responsibility for everything that happens in an engagement (or at
least for their feelings about it). This is a great goal, but to the
uninitiated/untrained, it often looks like taking responsibility even when one
has no idea how to do so and it begins to look like blaming oneself rather
than truly stepping up to the plate in a positive and powerful way. So be
careful with this one and only take it on if you are both ready, willing and
able (with the required skills/experience) to powerfully take 100% personal
responsibility for what happens, which in other words means "being willing
and able to be at 100% cause in the matter of what happens, what
happened, or what will happen in the relationship".
For this week's game, find 24 people you are in intimate relationship with and
explore the world of responsibility. With each person, you'll do the following:
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1. Grab a handful of coins from your change jar, and put it on a table. These is
the "unclaimed" responsibilities.
2. Each person then pull out a coin and either pulls it to their side or sends it to
the other person and speaks out something they feel they are taking
responsibility for or want the other person to take responsibility for in the
relationship. It could be something like "my safety" or "doing the dishes on
sat night", or "putting on the condom", or "your pleasure" or "my pleasure".
3. Together, explore what it means to take this responsibility (are you/they
happy about it, or not? would you/they wish it were any other way?) and
what it means for the other person (same questions) that they don't have to
take responsibility for it.
4. If both people want to take responsibility for the same thing, notice the
overlap and put the coin in the middle between both people away from the
pile.
5. Continue until there's no more coins, then ask each other: is there anything
we might not have thought of? What if something new were to show up,
what would we do? Is there anything we secretly wish for the other person to
take responsibility for? Should anything be changed? When answers come,
pull out a new coin for the jar and either take it for yourself, put it in the
middle, give it to the other person, or put it where the pile was as
"unclaimed"
Have fun!
Would you like to learn more about how to share responsibility in relationships? Go
to my website (http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 12
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY: IS IT FOR YOU?

For this game we dive deeper into the realm of (personal) responsibility. What does
it take to take responsibility for all things that happen to you? Is it even possible?
Does it even make sense? And when you fail, can you take responsibility for *that*
too? In transformational circles, many people believe that taking 100%
responsibility is not only possible but also *desired*. But what happens when
something happens and you just can't take personal responsibility, no matter how
much you try? Conflict is usually the result. Read on below for the various scenarios
possible between two people when impactful words or actions are shared, and then
find someone to explore these scenarios with in conversation.
Here is an example of how personal responsibility can works in situations where
conflict arises.
Person A tells person B, "You are (label) X". (For example: “You are selfish.”
Is label X a way for person A to identify or a way to shame or objectify (even
unconsciously) person B? As long as there is no shame said or heard, then there
should be no reason for anyone to feel bad and thus no reason for anyone to take
personal responsibility for these feelings.. However, if at least one person feels hurt,
then someone will have to take responsibility for it or conflict might occur.
Possibility 1: Person A sees X as shameful but person B does not:
The result is person B will feel fine. While person A might have some growth to do
in order to not impact other people, person B will not be the person who gets
impacted today.
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Possibility 2: Person A does not see X as shameful but not person B does:
Person B will react to the shame and possibly feel hurt. At this point, if A takes
responsibility for how label X could have been misinterpreted and apologizes (well
enough), then person B will feel better as a deeper understanding for person A
about how to care for person B will emerge. If person B takes responsibility and
realizes that person A didn't mean it in a shameful way, the same thing will occur.
(This is generally called a misunderstanding and accounts for most of all conflicts,
and only sometimes requires mediation)
Possibility 3: Person A and B both see X as shameful (consciously or
subconsciously)
Here the problem runs deeper (such as projection, oppression, sexism, racism):
one person meant to hurt/shame/oppress and the other person is hurt. This is a
case where neither party is likely to take personal responsibility without some shift
in perspective, conversation, apology from the other person, as well as growth and
integration involved. Ideally, both parties would take full (100%) responsibility at
the same time (yet this is not always possible), but as long as the total
responsibility taken is 100% (such as 50/50 or 70/30) and both parties are
satisfied, the conflict can be declared resolved.
Geeky stuff, but if you take a minute to look into it, you’ll see that a lot of conflicts
can be eliminated through the powerful use of personal responsibility. Think about
it: If someone comes at you calling you names, and if you can take responsibility
for how you feel about it, you might effectively be able to brush it off without too
much impact on it. Or if you said something that hurt someone, you also could use
personal responsibility to recognize the impact on the other person and apologize
powerfully, make amends, and let the other person know you’ll be more careful
next time.
Now that you have looked at the most common scenarios in conflict and how taking
personal responsibility can reestablish balance and allow all parties to grow in
order to care for each other better, see if you can take the conversation into your
life. Find 5 people you are close to and for each person, try to identify examples of
all three scenarios between the two of you and see who was able to take personal
responsibility and how it helped resolve the conflict (or help avoid it in the first
place).
Have fun! Would you like to learn more about taking personal responsibility in
relationships? Go to my website (http://www.exquisite.love) and contact me there.
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WEEK 13
BETTER RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH APOLOGY
AND FORGIVENESS
If you hurt someone, an apology is the most powerful way to take personal
responsibility and clear things up / dissipate karma.
Here's how you do it:
1. Ask the other person to tell you the impact your actions had on them.
Make sure the other person knows you really get it.
For this step, you need to be okay about asking how you impacted someone – and
also okay with someone asking to share how they were impacted by you. We’re
not mind readers; just let your partner know the impact! The impact could look
like:
●
●
●

●

When you said/did X, I felt sad, angry, hopeless, judged etc
When you said/did X, I made it mean that you actually meant X
(Note, in this case, there’s what you said and then the story they made
around it. It’s important that they recognize what story they were creating
even if it’s not what you really said or intended)
When you said/did X, it reminded me of how my mother/father/etc used to
treat me as a child/teenager/etc

Make sure you get what the person is saying (and they get that you get it) by using
a process called "mirroring". It looks like: "If I understand correctly, when I did X,
the impact was Y”. Basically, use their words as precisely as possible and take the
time to really feel how it was for them to be impacted, and do your best to not take
it personally (as shame towards you). Go back and forth until you really understand
the whole impact. (Note: this is not the place to argue what the impact is as it's
mainly a matter of opinion. Whatever your partner’s truth is, IS the truth for
him/her)
Finally, words and actions can have negative impact even if we never intended them
to. Now is not the time to say something like "I want you to know I didn't mean [to
impact you this way], and I get that you were still impacted.” or "Even if I didn't
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mean it, I get that I messed up." If apology goes well, there might be space to
discuss that in the end.
2. Genuinely apologize, stating the impact as it was heard (word for word
is okay, as long as you really get it).
Say something like, “I apologize for doing X. I recognize that the impact I had on
you was Y." Again, use the actions and impact from the previous step to once again
let the other person know that you get what happened and you are apologizing for
it. (PS An apology is NOT: I’m sorry you’re so messed up around this  ie you don't
want to make it about making the other person wrong)

3. Ask the other person if they feel heard, and if there's anything else you
need to know to really get the impact.
Say something like, “Did I understand you? Did I fully get it? Is there anything
else?” Sometimes there’s just more and sometimes when the words are reflected
back to your partner, she/he realizes that something different was actually going
on. Don’t make him/her wrong for changing/adding stuff!
4. Ask the other person if they are ready to forgive you (this part is mainly
for the other person!). Ask: "Will you forgive me?"
If ready, the other person forgives. Note that forgiveness  at least in this context
 is letting go of the right to be angry and hurt for the impact of what happened.
This does not mean letting anyone off the hook. And sometimes the other person
isn't ready to forgive yet or might require some form of repair first (see next point).
In this case, you let them know that you are willing to do more work around this, if
they recognize further impacts it would be useful for you to know. We usually find
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when the person impacted feel really seen and heard, they are willing to let go of
the anger and hurt much more easily. (Note: most people believe that forgiveness
is for the person asking so they don’t feel bad anymore. While it is true that it does
help the person asking for forgiveness, the purpose is truly to support the other
person to let go)
6. Afterward, you can ask the other person if there's anything you can do
to repair, clean things up, or make amends.
The other person tells you and you let them know if you can accede to their request
and from there you do your utmost to make it so. This might require time and
effort, so you should keep the person informed of your progress.

Note: At first, you may find that you are competing with the other person for who
gets the apology first. It's important to remember that after an apology, the other
person can immediately ask for an apology too. In the end, both people will have
apologized. With practice, this process becomes simple and automatic. It allows two
people to clear upset/misunderstanding/hurt/etc quickly and without too much fuss
and festering.
Other good articles on apology:
http://www.cuppacocoa.com/abetterwaytosaysorry/
http://jillnagle.typepad.com/reflections/2006/02/the_poverty_of_.html
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WEEK 14
(FOR MEN) GRACEFULLY CONNECTING WITH
HER FEELINGS, PACE, DESIRES,
BOUNDARIES (AND WHY CONSENT IS
AWESOME)
(Note: If you are a woman reading this, pass it on to your male friends!)
Last summer, I went to a festival with a lover. As I picked her up from the airport
and first saw her, something in my body shifted, a pleasurable feeling arose. I said
“How do you feel?”. She said “I’m so excited to see you!”. As her words sunk in (and
lips connected with mine), they met with the feelings in my body, confirming what I
already knew. I asked “What would you like most for the weekend?”, and she
responded “For us to dance and make friends and enjoy each other deeply! But I
will need to get some good sleep too  I had a big week!”. Again, all of her words,
body and gaze spoke to me of a particular “way” that she was, right at that
moment, moving in a certain direction, with some internal “destination” in mind. I
was reading her with all my senses, and all that she was expressing every moment
was confirming that I was reading her well. “I might need to keep you up longer
than you think”, I said with a wink, and her response was, with a beaming smile,
“Not if I’m the one keeping YOU up!”.
That’s what she said, as they say.
The dance was on.
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The Setup
Let’s begin with a hypothetical situation. You are on a first date with a lovely
woman. You believe things are going well, so at the end, you move in for a kiss, but
she gives you the cheek and she backs away awkwardly and surprised. You’re
thinking, WTF? What went wrong? How did you misjudge the situation? All systems
seemed ago. Is it possible you misjudged her pace? Or maybe what she really
wanted or how far she was willing to go? Or perhaps she hadn't specifically been a
yes with her body or in her words. Whatever the case may be, you wonder how
you could have seen this one coming. And indeed, women often wish that men
could read minds and (to men) rarely seem to give enough information for them to
figure it out.
In fact, if you gauge by the number of books on the topic, figuring out “what
women want” is likely one of the greatest mysteries men have ever faced. But I'd
like to think otherwise: I don't think it's a mystery at all. If you are a man and I
have your attention now, keep reading: things are about to get much more
interesting.
So what do women want? I’ll give you the easy answers:
Women want to feel received, desired, seen, considered, felt, heard, held,
supported, loved, nurtured, accepted, wanted. And there's likely many more.
Not bad for a start, uh?
But this calls for a simpler answer: what women really want is to be fully “gotten”.
When you “get” her, all of the above falls into place, everything starts to make
sense. Robert Heinlein, in his novel “Stranger in a Strange Land”, calls this
“grokking someone". When you grok someone, you are able to attune to them, as
well as be more responsive and engaged with them.
So how will you “get” (or “grok”) the woman in front of you? I’m sure there are
many ways, but we’ll start with something simple: you’ll get curious, you'll start
paying attention, you’ll use your intelligence and empathy and then, through this
exploration, you’ll discover her feelings, her pace, her desires, and her boundaries.
And knowing that, you’ll bring possibilities for fulfilling her desires that leave her
excited, empowered, turned on and aroused by giving her a chance to consent to
the what, where, when, and how of these possibilities.
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Did you get that last paragraph? If that all made perfect sense, then you likely don’t
need this article and can just skip to going out and having fun. But if you were left
a bit confused or if you need to read that paragraph 56 more times, then read
on...

Her State (or How is she feeling?)
To begin, you really need to assess a woman’s state of being. What is her
emotional state in terms of mood, emotions, or feelings? What about her erotic
state, how turnedon is she? Where is she at physically, wellrested? sore? aroused?
Where is she in her cycle? And finally, what’s going on in her mind? What is she
thinking of? Worried about? Afraid of? Looking forward to? Having clarity around
these states of being is pivotal for an interaction. If you don’t know how she feels,
then it’ll be almost impossible to calibrate/attune and feel connected to her, or
deliver what she wants. In order to assess the above, pay attention to what she
says and does. And when in doubt, ask simple questions that will get you some
hints: How are you feeling? What’s on your mind? How do you feel in your body?
Or ask questions that point in specific directions, such as: How can I take care of
your heart? What (foods/exercise/movement) would feel good to your body right
now? What small thing would turn you on the most? How can I help you trust me
more? How can I put your mind at ease? Of course you don't want to launch into a
game of 20 questions (though a few questions sprinkled here and there are great)
but rather take this as an opportunity to gauge these answers just from what she is
sharing in the conversation.
After that pace, desires, and boundaries are the next things to consider. All four of
these aspects are interlinked as they are facets of freedom and connection, what
you want or don’t want, how much you want it, how fast you want it, and the
what/where/when/how/who of what actually happens. They are key in any
relationship: romantic, workrelated, family, friendship, etc. When people can feel
both connected and free in those relationships, they have a chance to blossom in
whatever capacity they need to.
And that, my friends, is gold.
Because when you have a fully selfexpressed human being in front of you, it calls
the same in you, and it calls the same in everyone around you. And this means the
most amazing fulfilling empowering  and yes, hot  relationships.
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Her Pace
Getting a woman’s initial state of being is not enough. From that place, like water
she is ever changing, evolving. So you need to keep track of her state, as she
changes. This rate of change  intellectually, physically, emotionally, erotically,
socially (and even spiritually)  is called “Pace”. A woman feels more connected, at
choice, and seen if a man can keep up with her. Sometimes she goes fast,
sometimes she goes slow. A standard example is sex, how things unfold from
flirting to kissing to heavy petting to intercourse (and sometimes back and forth
many times). In order to stay with her, you might need to back off at times, slow
down at times, speed up later, and even stop. It can be a roller coaster, but that’s
part of the fun.
And as you get to know her, you will find that the changes to her state and pace
start to take the form of a "movement" of sorts, telling you about her own
particular "dance". But this is advanced stuff. Start by simply paying attention to
her state as it changes, and get a sense of the rate at which it changes.
For some men, faster faster, harder harder (at least physically and erotically) is
their only way, but it doesn't necessarily means it’s their partner’s (and in fact, it
rarely is). For other men, they have the idea that such a fast pace is expected of
them, so they default into it and miss out on the joys of slowing down. If you are
dancing, for instance, you’ll consider the song that is playing at that moment, how
fast it is, the style, and dance accordingly. If you keep up with her pace, then she
will feel closer to you, and more will become possible as you will remain connected.
This is intimacy.

Her Desires
There’s so much to say about desire. As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “Desire is
possibility seeking expression.” Desire is essentially what a person wants, what
moves them, what touches them, what inspires them, and are the things that await
at the edge of their consciousness, ready to manifest as an impulse. Desires can
also change, mainly because they are part fantasy, part expectation and also
because moods changes and thoughts change (see "Her Pace" above). But even
when a woman’s desires change, they are always congruent with who she is. So as
you ride a woman’s ever unfolding sea of desires, be ready for an adventure!
Consider that the main key to discovering someone’s desires is curiosity. Get a
window into her happiness, fulfillment and bliss by listening to what she wants 
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with her words, her body, and her feelings. Find out how she would like to manifest
the things she’d love  or you think she’d love  to experience. Find out if the
details (such as what, where, when, and how) make a difference for her. Ask her…
What do you love? What gets you excited? What makes your hair tingle? If you
could have anything right this moment, what would it be? Play with fantasy, see if
she’ll bite: Want to go for a hike? What direction and how far? Want to go out on a
date? Where could that be? What would make it special? What would make it epic?
And as you play and explore with her, do it without attachment. This is for her
pleasure and for you to get to know what’s possible with her. And as you start to
hone in on this wealth of possibilities, begin to look at the next key, boundaries,
that which makes desire safe by giving it form and edges.

Her Boundaries
If the impulse of someone’s growth is their desires, then at the edges are their
boundaries. Boundaries can mean the difference between safety and trauma,
growth and suffering. Certainly boundaries can be fluid, impacted by mood, what
someone ate, how they slept, who they are with, etc. They can be changeable,
especially soft boundaries, which can be pushed to foster growth  i.e. much like
pushing yourself at the gym will make you stronger, but lifting 500lb on the bench
press before you’re ready (if you ever will be), can hurt you. That’s why it’s critical
to find out where someone’s boundaries are. Within those, they feel safe and most
able to grow and explore with the greatest aliveness.
As defined here, boundaries are typically either where there’s an edge for growth (a
soft boundary) or a place where crossing them can cause great suffering or even
trauma (a hard boundary). These boundaries can be intellectual (what they believe
is or is not okay or possible), emotional (what feels safe or unsafe), physical (what
their body can and cannot do, what feels good and what doesn't feel good, and
erotic (what is exciting or a turn on, and what isn't). They’re critical because if
you’re crossing hard boundaries the woman will feel like you aren't listening in
addition to being potentially hurtful and unsafe. When a woman speaks of
“transgression”, that’s what she speaks of: men crossing their (hard) boundaries
without consideration, apology, or repair. Don’t be one of those men. On the other
hand, pushing boundaries  especially the soft ones  when done right, can be the
most exciting thing there is, not only because it tells a woman how well the man
can read her, but it also allows her to discover aspects of herself she didn't even
know were present as she experiences the growth that accompanies her
boundaries.
This is where consent comes into play.
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Consent
"In an age where women are still often given too little choice in intimate encounters
and where sexual pressure is almost the rule, a man who is able to obtain consent
with skill and little attachment will stand out among a thousand of his brothers."
After you have a good sense of a woman’s feelings, pace, desires and boundaries,
then comes the time to engage her around making some of these desires a reality.
In order to do this, a man must first show that he respects a woman's sovereignty:
her ability to choose the what/where/when/how of what happens to her and how
she engages around it. Checking in with her around this is what we call “obtaining
consent”. He does it by making offerings, suggestions of ways he would be excited
and enjoy supporting fulfilling her desires. How he does this is very important: not
only should there be (at least at first) a clear offering, but also the offering should
be made in such a way as allow her to pick the what/where/when/how (if she
wishes it) and to leave her happy with her choice. This is the crucial part: if she is
allowed to choose freely at all times, she can walk away from the experience with
more freedom and more trust. If she is pressured into a particular engagement, she
will walk away with less freedom and less trust. In the man, and often in men in
general.
Offerings can be something small and safe (a coffee date?) or something bigger like
kissing or having sex. If you’ve been paying attention (to the four keys above),
then a woman will often give her consent because you have calibrated well to her.
In other words, you “get” her so well that you multiply the chances of her saying
"yes" because you bring her what she is open to. In fact, your offering is what she
might have wanted in the first place. When you get good at this, it will feel to her
like you are reading her mind (see the story at the top of this post). Ultimately,
though, the woman needs to know she has a choice  freely accepted, freely turned
down, and both of you get to walk away feeling good with how things turned out.
There’s no pressure and no shaming for saying no or maybe later. You are leaving
her and yourself free of entanglements with whatever response arises. This you do
out of care and respect and integrity.
Obtaining consent ultimately means the woman is in charge of the thing she’s
wanting while you are showing up as being in service to these desires (while
making sure you are freely doing this yourself  no point in being a puppy dog).
And that's hot. Usually this is done verbally, but it can done physically if you can
read someone’s body well enough (though this is an advanced skill  generally err
on the side of asking verbally). Consider obtaining consent every step of the way as
things can shift quickly and you may miss something in the process. How is this?
And this? How about that? Perhaps a kiss on the neck? What about a nibble on the
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shoulder? How could this be better? And remember to slow down, create pauses,
listen to her verbal responses first, and then use your own body to listen to hers.

Bringing it all together
If you can calibrate to your partner’s feelings, pace, desires, and boundaries, and
allow her to consent to what she gets involved in, then what you are creating is
freedom (for her) and connection (for the two of you). Through the above, you get
to create more choice in a world where most people  especially women  never
seem to receive it enough (much less have it created for them consensually). You
get to know her and find those places that are a “yes”, a “maybe”, and a “no”. You
get to offer to fulfill desires without attachment, and then be willing to walk away
freely without pressure. After all, the five keys we speak of are not only about the
woman you want to connect with; they’re also about you and endless the
possibilities you have for connecting with people in your life. In other words, they
apply to you too.
So go forth and create trust and freedom and pleasure, so you can have it too!
As a man, do you enjoy engaging with women in the best most awesome possible
way, but could use some help developing your skills? Contact me on my website
(http://www.exquisite.love)
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